2023 Iowa State Fair - Items by Vendor and Location

**VENDOR GROUP:**

**FOOD-ONLY CONTRACTS (NO BEER)**

**ABC REFURBISHING INC. DBA MILLER SPECTACULAR SHOWS -- FREDDY MILLER**
PO Box 70; Greenbrier, Arkansas 72058; 501-470-6711

**NORTH WEST CORNER OF THRILLTOWN**
Products Include: LARGE DRINK; SMALL DRINK; SOUVENIR DRINK; COKE FLOAT; FANTA FLOAT; ROOT BEER FLOAT; ICE CREAM CONE; ICE CREAM CUP; ICE CREAM WAFFLE CONE; SHAKES; CANDY SUNDAE; CARAMEL SUNDAE; HOT FUDGE SUNDAE; PINEAPPLE SUNDAE; STRAWBERRY SUNDAE; EXTRA TOPPINGS; WATER;

**NORTH EAST CORNER OF THRILLTOWN**
Products Include: CANDY APPLE; CARAMEL APPLE; JUMBO COTTON CANDY; REGULAR COTTON CANDY; LARGE DRINK; SMALL DRINK; SOUVENIR DRINK; CHEESE NACHOS; CHILI CHEESE NACHOS; POPCORN; WATER;

**APPLISHUS -- CONNIE BOESEN**
3011 Don Lee Ct; Des Moines, IA 50317; 515-240-7929

**EAST CANOPY OF VI BLDG**
Products Include: COOKIE, APPLE; APPLE EGGROLLS; APPLE SLUSH, LARGE; APPLE SLUSH, SMALL; APPLETIZER; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARAMEL APPLE CAKE POPS; CARAMEL APPLE, SLICED; MILK; APPLE NACHOS; ORANGE JUICE; PASTRIES, APPLE; GRANNY D’S APPLE PIE; SOU & ICE TEA REFILLS; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL; TEA, LARGE ICED; TEA, SMALL ICED;

**MAIN FLOOR OF AG BLDG**
Products Include: APPLETIZER; CARAMEL APPLE CAKE POPS; CARAMEL APPLE SLICE; CARAMEL APPLE STICK; APPLE COOKIE; APPLE EGG ROLL; MILK; APPLE NACHOS; ORANGE JUICE; APPLE PASTRIES; APPLE PIE; TEA ANS SODA REFILLS; SLUSH LARGE APPLE; SLUSH SMALL APPLE; SMOOTHIE; LARGE ICE TEA; SMALL ICE TEA; WATER;

**AG BLDG BALCONY W**
Products Include: COOKIE, APPLE; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARAMEL APPLE CAKE POPS; CAPRESE SALAD ON A STICK; CHIPS; HOT COFFEE; FRUIT ON A STICK; MILK; ORANGE JUICE; PASTA SALAD; PASTRIES, APPLE; PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY ON A STICK; GRANNY D’S APPLE PIE; REFILLS SODA & TEA; FRUIT SALAD; MIXED GREEN SALAD; SALAD ON A STICK; COFFEE-LARGE SLUSH; FRESH FRUIT SMOOTHIE; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL; TEA, LARGE ICED; TEA, SMALL ICED; SANDWICH WRAP;

**SOUTH SIDE OF WALK ON TRIANGLE**
Products Include: COOKIE, APPLE; APPLE EGGROLLS; APPLE SLUSH, LARGE; APPLE SLUSH, SMALL; APPLETIZER; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARAMEL APPLE CAKE POPS; CARAMEL APPLE SLICE; MILK; APPLE NACHOS; ORANGE JUICE; PASTRIES, APPLE; GRANNY D’S APPLE PIE; REFILLS SODA; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL;

**WALKWAY WEST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE**
Products Include: COOKIE, APPLE; APPLE EGGROLLS; APPLE SLUSH, LARGE; APPLE SLUSH, SMALL; APPLETIZER; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARAMEL APPLE CAKE POPS; CARAMEL APPLE SLICE; MILK; APPLE NACHOS; ORANGE JUICE; PASTRIES, APPLE; GRANNY D’S APPLE PIE; SODA REFILLS; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL; LARGE ICED TEA;

**AUNT MARY’S ITALIAN GRINDERS -- SHARON SLAGLE**
777 N Shadyview Blvd; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327; 515-265-3682

**R.I. AVE., NEXT TO JR'S SOUTH PORK RANCH**
Products Include: ITALIAN GRINDER; SODA; TEA, ICED;
B & K CONCESSIONS -- KAREN DENNIS
5351 Pleasant Ridge Rd.; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327;  515-777-0396

AG BLDG MAIN FLOOR
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHIPS; COFFEE; COOKIES & CREAM CUP; HOT DOG; SPONGE BOB ICE CREAM BAR; ICE CREAM SANDWICH; MILK; NACHOS; ORANGE JUICE; RAINBOW POPSICLE; REFILLS; CHOC CHIP COOKIE SANDWICH; SODA, LARGE; LARGE SPORTS CUP-SODA; SODA, SMALL;

BAUDER'S ICE CREAM -- MARK GRAZIANO
3401 University Ave; Des Moines, IA 50311;  515-255-1124

SW SIDE OF AG BLDG
Products Include: FLOAT WITH SODA; COOKIE MTN. DELIGHT FROZEN DESSERT; PEPPERMINT BAR FROZEN DESSERT; BAUDER HARD DISH - DOUBLE DIP ICE CREAM; BAUDER MUD ICE CREAM; BAUDER, HARD CONE - DOUBLE DIP ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM, BAUDER, HARD CONE - SINGLE DIP; ICE CREAM, BAUDER, HARD DISH - SINGLE DIP; BAUDERS CHERRY DREAM ICE CREAM; SALTY CARMEL LIGHTNING ROD ICE CREAM; BAUDER MOCHA LATTE ICE CREAM BAR; BUDDHA ICE CREAM BAR; SHAKES; SUNDAE; SPECIALTY SUNDAE; OREO SUNDAE; PUFF SUNDAE; TURTLE SUNDAE;

BEATTIE'S -- GARY BEATTIE
11961 SE 36th St; Runnells, IA 50237;

WEST SIDE OF GIANT SLIDE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; COFFEE; FRENCH FRIES; FRUIT-MELON CUP; FRUIT-MIXED CUP; HOT DOG; KABOB; HAM SANDWICH; ROAST BEEF SANDWICH; SMOKED PORK LOIN SANDWICH; SODA; SODA, LARGE; TENDERLOINS;

BEEF PROMOTIONS OF IOWA -- WAYNE BAUMHOVER
124 Cedar Lane; Huxley, IA 50124;  515-290-8586

SE CORNER OF WALNUT SQUARE
Products Include: BAKED POTATO; BISCUITS AND GRAVY; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; ADULT PANCAKE BREAKFAST; ADULT STEAK BREAKFAST; BREAKFAST BURRITO; CHILDREN'S BREAKFAST; MARK AND GARY BURGER; MAYTAG BLUE CHEESE/BACon BURGER; BACON CHEESE BURGER; CHEESE BURGER DOUBLE; DOUBLE BACON CHEESE BURGER; CHEESE BURGER MARK & GARY; CHEESE BURGER-PROMO 2-4 PM; CHEESEBURGER; COFFEE, 12 OZ.; JR CATTLEMAN DINNER; ROAST BEEF DINNER; DRESSING MAYTAG BLUE CHEESE; DRESSING RANCH; FRENCH FRIES; HAMBURGER; HAMBURGER (DOUBLE); HAMBURGER, PROMO 2-4 PM; JUICE; MASHED POTATO; CATTLEMAN'S TACO HAYSTACK MASHED POTATO; MILK; PRIME RIB (DINNER); RIB-EYE STEAK SANDWICH; ROAST BEEF SANDWICH; SIDE (COLESLAW); SODA, 16 OZ.; HOT BEEF SUNDAE; TACO SALAD; WALKING TACOS; TEA, ICED; WALKING TACO PROMO 2 - 4 PM; CATTLEMAN'S STEAK WRAP;

BOX CONCESSIONS LLC -- BRAD MAGG
304 W 2nd Street; Prairie City, IA 50228;

SOUTH SIDE OF WEST ENTRANCE TO PIONEER HALL
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CANDY ASSORTED GUMMIES AND HARD BULK; COTTON CANDY; 10OZ WALTS CREAMSICLE; 22OZ CREAMSICLE; ICE CREAM VANILLA; LARGE- BUTTERED WHITE POPCORN; SMALL-BUTTERED WHITE POPCORN; REFILLS; BOTTOMLESS SODA; LARGE SODA; SMALL SODA; TAFFY 10CT - SALT WATER; TAFFY 22CT- SALT WATER; TAFFY 38CT- SALT WATER;
NORTH SIDE OF WEST ENTRANCE TO PIONEER HALL

Products Include: BISCUITS AND GRAVY; BLT; BOTTLED WATER; BRAT; CHIPS; COFFEE; ICED COFFEE; DONUT AND COLD BREW LATE EX COMBO; DONUT AND ICED COFFEE COMBO; (1) HOMEMADE CAKE DONUTS; (6) HOMEMADE CAKE DONUTS; CELCIUS ENERGY DRINK DRINK; CITRUS BOOST ENERGY DRINK; HOT DOG; COLD BREW LATTE; CHOCOLATE MILK; WHITE MILK; ORANGE JUICE; REFILLS; HAM SALAD; POTATO SALAD; (HAM OR BACON) BREAKFAST SANDWICH; HAM SALAD SANDWICH; CARAMEL DIPPING SAUCES; FUDGE DIPPING SAUCES; JUMBO WALTS LEMONADE SHAKE UP; REGULAR WALTS LEMONADE SHAKE UP; SLOPPY JOE; BOTTELMES SODA; LARGE SODA; SMALL SODA;

BRAD AND HARRY'S CHEESE CURDS & DUKE'S LLC -- MATT RIBAR

24776 Heath Ave N; Forest Lake, MN 55025; 651-402-0437

NORTH OF VI BLDG

Products Include: (16OZ) FRESH CUT FRIES; (32OZ) FRESH CUT FRIES; LARGE LEMONADE; SMALL LEMONADE; DUKE'S QUEBEC STYLE POUTINE; LARGE DUKE'S QUEBEC STYLE POUTINE; LARGE SODA; SMALL SODA; WATER;

OUTSIDE NE CORNER OF VI BLDG

Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHEESE CURDS; DILL PICKLE FLAVORED CHEESE CURDS; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL;

TRIANGLE

Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHEESE CURDS; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL;

WEST OF JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER

Products Include: CHEESE CURDS; BUCKET OF CHEESE CURDS; BUCKET OF FLAVORED CHEESE CURDS; DILL PICKLE FLAVORED CHEESE CURDS; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL; WATER;

BRAFFORD BROS LLC -- MICHAEL BRAFFORD

1096 Kilburn Street; Saint Paul, MN 55103;

SW SIDE OF TRIANGLE

Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHIPS; SODA SOUVENIR CUP; TEA SOUVENIR CUP; FUNNEL FRIES; FOOTLONG HOT DOG; HOT DOG-FOOTLONG, WITH CHILI; SODA REFILLS; TEA REFILLS; SODA, LARGE; SODA, MEDIUM; TEA, LARGE ICED; TEA, MEDIUM ICED;

SW SIDE OF TRIANGLE

Products Include: LEMONADE; HALF TEA AND HALF LEMONADE; STRAWBERRY LEMONADE; TEA REFILLS; LARGE SODA; MEDIUM SODA; REFILL SODA; SOUVENIR CUP SODA; LARGE TEA; MEDIUM TEA; SOUVENIR CUP TEA; WATER;

EAST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE ON R.I. AVE

Products Include: HALF LEMONADE/HALF TEA; LEMONADE; STRAWBERRY LEMONADE; TEA; WATER;

FRONT OF AG BLDG

Products Include: BEEF BURRITO; BREAKFAST BURRITO; CHICKEN BURRITO; PORK BURRITO; STEAK BURRITO; EXTRA CHEESE; EGGS; MEAT EXTRA; CHICKEN FAJITA PITA; STEAK FAJITA PITA; CHICKEN FAJITAS; STEAK FAJITAS; GUACAMOLE; FRIED ICE CREAM; MEXI FRIES; BEEF MEXI FRIES; CHICKEN MEXI FRIES; PORK MEXI FRIES; STEAK MEXI FRIES; NACHOS; GRANDE BEEF NACHOS; GRANDE CHICKEN NACHOS; GRANDE PORK NACHOS; GRANDE STEAK NACHOS; POWERADE; QUESO; 32OZ AND UNDER REFILLS; LARGE SODA; MEDIUM SODA; SOUR CREAM; 2 FOR 1 CORN TACO; 2 FOR 1 FOUR TACO; BREAKFAST TACO; FRIED BEEF TACO; FRIED CHICKEN TACO; FRIED STEAK TACO; BEEF TACO SALAD; CHICKEN TACO SALAD; PORK TACO SALAD; STEAK TACO SALAD; TATER TOTS; TATER TOTS WITH CHEESE; TATER TOTS WITH EVERYTHING; WATER;

CARL'S -- CARLA WOOD

9000 NW 73rd Place; Johnston, IA 50131;
SW OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: ADD ON-CHEESE OR SAUCE OR A CUP OF ICE; BEEF BURGER; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; GIZMOS; HOT DOG; LARGE LEMONADE; LEMONADE, SMALL; LARGE REFILLS; LARGE SODA; SODA, SMALL; TEA, ICED; LARGE ICED TEA;

CARTER'S COTTON CANDY & SNO CONES -- JOY CARTER
2332 SE Timberhills Dr.; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327;  515-249-7643
ON GRAND AVE., NORTH OF VI BLDG
Products Include: COTTON CANDY ART; LARGE COTTON CANDY; SMALL COTTON CANDY; SODA REFILLS; LARGE SNO CONE; SNO CONE, SMALL; SNO BIG DILL SNO CONE; LARGE SODA; SODA, SMALL;

CHAD & LIZ SMITH -- CHAD & LIZ SMITH
3205 Bells Mill Rd; Stratford, IA 50249; 515-835-0252
EAST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: FOOTLONG CORN DOG; FOOTLONG HOT DOG; DEEP FRIED STRAWBEERY SHORTCAKE ON A STICK; DEEP FRIED PRETZEL; REFILLS SODA; EXTRA DIPPING SAUCES; LARGE SODA; SMALL SODA; WATER BOTTLED;

CHUCKIE'S LLC -- CHARLES COX
PO Box 491; Dewitt, IA 52742; 563-570-4420
WEST OF JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: CHICKEN STRIPS BASKET; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHICKEN STRIPS; FRENCH FRIES, WAFFLE; MEAL KIDS; PORK TENDERLOIN; PORK TENDERLOIN W/ WAFFLE FRIES; SODA; CHUCKIE'S TENDERLOIN WRAP;

CLAIR'S CLASSIC FOODS -- KRISTEN ATKINS
190 Ocean Key Way; Jupiter, FL 33477;
WEST OF LITTLE HANDS AND NORTH OF ALC
Products Include: EXTRA CREAM; ELEPHANT EARS; FUNNEL CAKE; LARGE LEMONADE; REGULAR LEMONADE; REFILLS; SODA; SODA LARGE; WATER;

COLONIAL NUT ROLL CO. -- DAVID & RABAB KOEPP
1977 Hwy 86; Milford, IA 51351; 712-320-3431
TRIANGLE EAST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHOCOLATE DIPPED-ADD; CASHEW NUT ROLL; PEANUT NUT ROLL; PECAN NUT ROLL;
ALONG NORTH SIDE OF WALNUT SQUARE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; COFFEE, 12 OZ.; CASHEW NUT ROLL; CHOCOLATE DIPPED - ADD NUT ROLL; PEANUT NUT ROLL; PECAN NUT ROLL;

COMPLETELY NUTS INC. -- PHIL & CHRIS MOSTACCIO
3121 Jackson Dr; Arlington Heights, IL 60004; 847-394-4312
SHOPPER'S MART
Products Include: NUTS-16OZ 1 LB BAGS-ALMOND, CASHEW, PECAN, PEANUTS, ROASTED SALTED CASHEWS; NUTS-3 OZ SNACK PACKS-ALMOND, CASHEW, PECAN, PEANUTS, ROASTED SALTED CASHEWS; NUTS-8 OZ 1/2 LB BAGS-ALMOND,CASHEW,PECAN PEANUTS, ROASTED SALTED CASHEWS; SPECIALS-3 HALF LB BAGS; SPECIALS-3 ONE LB BAGS; SPECIALS-3 SNACK PACKS;
AG BLDG BALCONY
Products Include: NUTS-16OZ 1 LB BAGS-ALMOND, CASHEW, PECAN, PEANUTS, ROASTED SALTED CASHEWS; NUTS-3 OZ SNACK PACKS-ALMOND, CASHEW, PECAN, PEANUTS, ROASTED SALTED CASHEWS; NUTS-8 OZ 1/2 LB BAGS-ALMOND, CASHEW, PECAN, PEANUTS, ROASTED SALTED CASHEW; SPECIALS-3 HALF LB BAGS; SPECIALS-3 ONE LB BAGS; SPECIALS-3 SNACK PACKS;

CRESCENTIS -- BARRY VOSLER
2629 E Leach Ave; Des Moines, IA 50320; 515-288-4044

W. SIDE OF WALK ON R.I. AVE, E OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; EGG, HAM AND CHEESE CRESCENTI WITH COFFEE OR OJ BREAKFAST COMBO; MEAT COMBO; CRESCENTI SANDWICH; SODA, LARGE; SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL;

CRUTCHFIELDS -- JEREMY CRUTCHFIELD
4900 FM38 N; Brookston, TX 75421; 903-227-4868

IN FRONT OF GRANDSTAND
Products Include: CHEESE ON A STICK; CORN DOG; LEMONADE;

NORTH SIDE OF GRAND AVE., FRONT OF GRANDSTAND
Products Include: LARGE LEMONADE; SMALL LEMONADE; REFILLS;

SW OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: LARGE LEMONADE; SMALL LEMONADE; REFILLS;

DAWGHOUSE CONCESSIONS -- MIKE & LISA KINNEAR
4780 NE 46th St; Des Moines, IA 50317; 515-266-2026

SOUTHEAST OF THE VI BLDG
Products Include: CHIPS; HOT DOG-RUBE DOG; KATY DAWG; PICKLEDAWG; DEEP FRIED PICKLEDAWG; DAWGHOUSE REUBEN SANDWICH; PICKLE DELI SANDWICH; REUBEN SAUCES; LARGE SODA; MEDIUM SODA; SMALL SODA; WATER;

NORTH SIDE OF WALK ON TRIANGLE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHIPS; HOT DOG; FOOTLONG HOT DOG; HOT DOG, JUMBO; HOT DOG, RUBE DOG; KATY DAWG; PICKLEDAWG; DEEP FRIED PICKLEDAWG; POLISH SAUSAGE; DAWGHOUSE REUBEN SANDWICH; PICKLE DELI SANDWICH; REUBEN SAUCES; LARGE SODA; SODA, MEDIUM; SODA, SMALL;

NORTH SIDE OF WALK, ON TRIANGLE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHIPS; PORK DINNER; PORK WITH MUSHROOMS DINNER; STEAK TIPS DINNER; STEAK TIPS WITH MUSHROOMS DINNER; CHICKEN SANDWICH; SIDE-ADD MUSHROOMS; SIDE-BOWL OF POTATOES; SIDE-GREEN BEANS; LARGE SODA; SODA, MEDIUM; SODA, SMALL;

DBA PEACHEY'S BAKING CO -- NATHAN PEACHEY
1024 Stoeber Ave; Sarasota, FL 34232; 941.323.7826

R.I. AVE.
Products Include: COFFEE; AMISH DONUTS; PEANUT BUTTER CREAM DONUTS; SOUTHERN SWEET TEA;

DEMENT ENTERPRISES -- DANIELLE DEMENT
1129 Paintbrush St; Mesquite, TX 75149; 214-460-3773
WEST SIDE OF R.I. AVE

Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHEESE; CHICKEN STRIPS; CHICKEN STRIPS BASKET; CHILI; FRENCH FRIES- LARGE CHILI AND CHEESE; FRENCH FRIES- MEDIUM CHILI AND CHEESE; FRENCH FRIES- SMALL CHILI AND CHEESE; BUCKET FRENCH FRIES; LARGE FRESH CUT FRENCH FRIES; MEDIUM FRESH CUT FRENCH FRIES; SMALL FRESH CUT FRENCH FRIES; HAMBURGER; HOT DOG, FOOTLONG; NACHOS IRISH- FRIES, CHEESE, CHILI, SOUR CREAM; SODA;

DESTINATION GRILLE -- MARK HANRAHAN
2491 E. 1st street; Grimes, IA 50111;  515-633-7638

YOUTH INN CATERING

Products Include: BAO (PORK OR BEEF) BUN; DG FRIES; FRIES PLAIN; FULL LOBSTER ROLLS; HALF LOBSTER ROLLS; RANCH SIDE; TRUFFLE AIOLI SIDE; SODA; WATER; AHI TUNA LETTUCE WRAP;

DOUGH CRAZY -- EASTON SMITH
6216 Gordon Ave; Des Moines, IA 50312;  515-661-9287

OUTER PERIMETER OF THE LIVESTOCK PAVILION

Products Include: NUTS OR SPRINKLES-ADD ON; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; RED VELVET CAKE; CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE DOUGH; PEANUT BUTTER FLUFF COOKIE DOUGH; COOKIE DOUGH SUNDAE; BROOKIE ICE CREAM BAR; NUTTY ICE CREAM BAR; ICE CREAM SANDWICH COOKIE; ICE CREAM SANDWICH OREO; MONKEY TAIL; MONKEY TAIL WITH NUTS; CHEESE CAKE ON A STICK; SOFT SERVE CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE DOUGH SUNDAE; DOUGH CRAZY (CHOCOLATE CHIP, CAKE BATTER, BROWNIE BATTER, BROOKIE, CC DOUGH W/O CC, MONSTER, CHERRY CHOCALTE CHIP, COOKIE’S AND CREAM) SWEET STICK; TEA, ICED; SOFT SERVE CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE DOUGH WAFFLE CONE;

E. N. CAMPBELL CONCESSIONS -- ERIC CAMPBELL
PO Box 57094; Des Moines, IA 50317;  515-262-3111 Ext. 4501

NORTH SIDE OF GRAND AVE., FRONT OF GRANDSTAND

Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; ICE CREAM CUP; ICE CREAM REGULAR CONE; ICE CREAM-WAFFLE CONE;

ALONG WALK SW OF ADMIN BLDG

Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CONES REGULAR; ICE CREAM CUP; FROZEN DESSERT WAFFLE CONES;

OUTSIDE NE CORNER OF HORSE BARN

Products Include: ADD A PATTY; BOTTLED WATER; CAPPUCINO; SIDE CHEESE; CHEESE BURGER; BACON CHEESE BURGER; SIDE CHILI; COFFEE; ALL BEEF JUMBO CORN DOG; BUTERBEER FLOAT; HAMBURGER; NATHANS ALL BEEF HOT DOG; NATHANS ALL BEEF FOOTLONG HOT DOG; ICE CREAM BUTTERBEER; REGULAR LEMONADE; SOUVINER CUP LEMONADE; SOUVINER REFILLS; MEDUIM SODA; SOUVINER CUP SODA; SIDE SOUR CREAM; TATER TOTS; TENDERLOIN;

EAT IT CONCESSIONS -- DOUG LOOF
3885 Young Ave; Radcliffe, IA 50230;  507-589-0199

GRAND AVE., WEST OF NORTH ENTRANCE VI BLDG

Products Include: GARLIC PARM FRIES; WAYGU BEEF HAMBURGER; BERKSHIRE PORK LOIN; SODA;

WEST OF JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER

Products Include: FIRE TRUCK PUNCH; BEEF FRIED TACOS; CHICKEN FRIED TACOS; CHIPS AND QUESO; SODA; BEEF STREET TACOS; CHICKEN STREET TACOS; PORK STREET TACOS; SHRIMP TACOS;

FAIR FOOD FRIDAYS LLC. -- BRENDA PARISH
10800 SE Miller Dr.; Runnells., IA 50327;  515-988-7745
WEST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: POPCORN CHICKEN; CRAZY TATER ON A STICK; CURLY FRIES; ONION STRINGS; ONION STRINGS-ADD TO SANDWICH; GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST SANDWICH; GRILLED PORK LOIN SANDWICH; LARGE SODA; SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL; TEA, LARGE ICED; TEA, SMALL ICED; JUMBO TENDERLOIN; WATER;

FORD'S CONCESSIONS -- ROBERT FORD
1324 Cedar St; Tipton, IA 52772;  563-886-2098

IN WALNUT SQUARE
Products Include: BANANA SPLIT; LARGE FROZEN SLUSH; FROZEN SLUSH, MEDIUM; ICE CREAM, LARGE SOFT SERVE CONE; ICE CREAM, SMALL SOFT SERVE CONE; ORANGE CREAMSICLE MILK SHAKES; PARFAIT; LARGE SHAKES; SHAKES, SMALL; SODA, LARGE; SODA, MEDIUM; SUNDAE; DONUT SUNDAE; S'MORES SUNDAE;

FREUND FAMILY FOODS LLC -- LENNY FREUND
PO Box 72420; Newnan, GA 30271;  678-850-3002

SOUTHWEST SIDE OF THRILLVILLE
Products Include: FROZEN SLUSH-16 OZ; FROZEN SLUSH-20 OZ; FROZEN SLUSH-32 OZ; FROZEN SLUSH-SELF SERVE, EXTRA LARGE; SLUSH FACTORY, SELFSERVE REFILLS;

S.E. CORNER OF THRILLTOWN
Products Include: FROZEN SLUSH- SELF SERVE, EXTRA LARGE; FROZEN SLUSH- SELF SERVE, SMALL; FROZEN SLUSH-SELF SERVE, MEDIUM; FROZEN SLUSH-SELF SERVE,LARGE; SLUSH FACTORY, SELFSERVE REFILLS;

FYFE CONCESSIONS -- LARRY FYFE
PO Box 3024; Des Moines, IA 50316;

FRONT SIDE OF GRANDSTAND
Products Include: BROWNIE DEEP FRIED, ON A STICK; DEEP FRIED CANDY BAR; CHERRY PIE (DEEP FRIED, ON A STICK); MILK; FRIED OREO; PECAN PIE (DEEP FRIED, ON A STICK, TOPPED WITH CARAMEL & BACON BITS); SODA, SMALL; SOUVENIR CUP SODA; DEEP FRIED TWINKIES;

NORTH SIDE OF TRIANGLE
Products Include: CHEESE ON A STICK; DILLY DOG; JUMBO PLUMPER FOOTLONG CORN HOT DOG; HOT DOG ON A STICK-MEDIUM; HOT DOG ON A STICK-REGULAR; SODA, SMALL; SOUVENIR CUP SODA;

NORTH SIDE OF TRIANGLE
Products Include: BROWNIE DEEP FRIED, ON A STICK; CANDY BAR - FRIED; LARGE COTTON CANDY; MEDIUM COTTON CANDY; COTTON CANDY, SMALL; SOUVENIR CUP; FRUIT-PINEAPPLE, DEEP FRIED; SNO CONE, SMALL; SODA, SMALL; SOUVENIR CUP SODA; DEEP FRIED OREO & CHOCOLATE TWINKES;

SOUTH SIDE OF WALK ON TRIANGLE
Products Include: BACON CHEDDAR CHEESE ON A STICK; BACON WRAPPED DEEP FRIED ITALIAN SAUSAGE ON A STICK; GRINDER; KIDS MEAL-SMALL PIZZA BREAD & SODA; DEEP FRIED PICKLE; PIZZA BREAD; ITALIAN SAUSAGE SANDWICH; ITALIAN SHAVED BEEF SANDWICH; PIZZA BURGER SANDWICH; SODA, SMALL; SOUVENIR CUP SODA;

GEORGIE'S CONCESSIONS -- ANNA LAMOUREUX
177 58th Ct.; West Des Moines, IA 50266;  515-779-0561

ON GRAND AVE., W. OF MAIN ENTRANCE TO VI BLDG
Products Include: CINNAMON OR SALTED PRETZEL BITES; FLOAT, LARGE ROOT BEER; FLOAT, SMALL ROOT BEER; NACHOS; NACHOS WITH MEAT; PICKLE; PRETZEL, SOFT; PRETZEL, SOFT, WITH CHEESE; REFILLS; LARGE ROOT BEER; ROOT BEER, SMALL; ASSORTED SAUCES; LARGE COKE PRODUCTS-SODA; SMALL COKE PRODUCTS-SODA;

GOOD FOOD CONCESSIONS -- DENNY & BARB SMITH
32560 - 420th Place; Aitkin, MN 56431;  218-838-4432
BETWEEN LITTLE HANDS & ANIMAL LEARNING CTR
Products Include: APPLE CIDER, HOT; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BRATWURST; BLENDED CAPPuccino; CAPPuccino HOT; CINNAMON ROLL-CINNIE SMITH; CINNAMON ROLL-CINNIE SMITH (TAKE HOME PAN); CINNAMON ROLL-CINNIE SMITH, LARGE CUP; CINNAMON ROLL-'CINNIE SUNDAE', ICE CREAM; CINNAMON ROLL-CINNIES SMITHS WITH PECANS; COFFEE; COFFEE REFILLS; FROSTING; HOT CHOCOLATE; ICE CREAM, CONE; JUICE; MILK; MILK, CHOCOLATE; ROOT BEER FLOAT; TEA, HOT;

SW OF LIVESTOCK PAVILION
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; BRAT; DOUBLE BURGER; CHEESE BURGER; BACON CHEESE BURGER; DOUBLE CHEESE BURGER; DOUBLE BACON CHEESE BURGER; CHICKEN STRIPS; SMOKEY'S CLUBHOUSE; FRENCH FRIES LARGE; FRENCH FRIES REGULAR; FRENCH TOAST STICKS; HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; STACKS PANCAKES; BYRD DAWG CRISPY CHICKEN SANDWICH; PULLED CHICKEN SANDWICH; STACKS BREAKFAST SANDWICH; WILD ALASKAN SALMON SANDWICH; SODA; TURKEY LEG;

GREAT CATERERS OF IOWA -- JONI BELL
1480 Sloans Way; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327; 515-264-8765

SOUTH OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: BRISKET; JUMBO BRISKET; EXTRA CHEESE; CHIPS & CHEESE; HOMEMADE CHIPS; CHIP OFF THE OLE BLOCK, YOU MAKE ME SNICKER, DOUBLE CHOCOLATE BROWNIE CHUNK AND RAW EDIBLE; 2-SPOOPS COOK E DOUGH; COOK E DOUGH-CHIP OFF THE OLE BLOCK, YOU MAKE ME SNICKER, DOUBLE CHOCOLATE BROWNIE CHUNK RAW EDIBLE; 1-SPOOP; THE FINISHER; FRENCH FRIES, HOMEMADE; CHEESE FRIES; NACHO KIDS MEAL; EXTRA BRISKET MAC N' CHEESE; MAC N' CHEESE, SMOKED BRISKET AND BACON; ARMY MEAL; SOUTHERN STYLE NACHOS; PLATTER-3 RIBS, BRISKET, SMOKED LOIN, BEANS, SLAW; PULLED PORK; SMOKED PORK LOIN; REFILLS; 1/2 RACK RIBS; 4 BONE RIBS; FULL RACK RIBS; SIDE-COLESLAW; SIDE-COWBOY BEANS; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL;

NORTH SIDE OF WALNUT CENTER
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; HOMEMADE POTATOE CHIPS; LOADED HOMEMADE POTATOE CHIPS; DEEP FRIED BACON BRISKET MAC-N-CHEESE GRILLED CHEESE; HOT STUFF GRILLED CHEESE; THE ALL AMERICAN OOEY GOOEY GRILLED CHEESE; BRISKET, BACON AND QUESO CHEEZY POTATOES; CHEEZY POTATOES; REFILLS; RASPBERRY CHIPOTLE SAUCES; LARGE SODA; SMALL SODA; LARGE FRESH BREWED TEA; SMALL FRESH BREWED TEA;

HAGAR'S FOOD -- FRED HAGAR
427 S. 49th st.; West Des Moines, IA 50265; 515-491-0579

WEST OF JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: CHIPS; CHIPS AND DRINK COMBO; CHICKEN SALAD HOAGIE; CHOPPED ITALIAN CHICKEN HOAGIE; CHOPPED ITALIAN HAM HOAGIE; CHOPPED ITALIAN ROAST BEEF HOAGIE; PICKLE ON A STICK; SPICY PICKLE ON A STICK; PRETZEL BITES WITH HOMEMADE CHEESE (12); SODA; WATER;

HALL FAMILY FOODS INC -- MATTHEW HALL
1441 E 30th Ste. C #302; Hutchinson, KS 67502;

HOCKRIDGE COTTON CANDY DBA ZAG'S POPCORN -- FRANK AND GLENDA HOCKRIDG
PO Box 185; Fessenden, ND 58438; 701-269-1807
SW OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: APPLE SLICES; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARMEL APPLE; LARGE COTTON CANDY; MEDIUM COTTON CANDY; SMALL COTTON CANDY; CARAMEL POPCORN; LARGE POPCORN; SMALL POPCORN; LARGE SNO CONE; SMALL SNO CONE; LARGE SODA; SMALL SODA;

HOPPY'S LEMONADE -- MARY TAYLOR
10545 Southwold Rd.; Des Moines, IA 50320; 515-223-3000

NORTH ENTRANCE OF BABY BEEF BARN
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CANDY BARS; LEMONADE-LARGE REGULAR, FLAVORED OR SUGAR FREE; LEMONADE, SMALL REGULAR, FLAVORED OR SUGAR FREE;

IOWA HONEY PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION -- HEIDI LOVE
18115 F Ave.; Perry, IA 50220; 515-729-1761

AG BLDG BALCONY NE
Products Include: CHUG-A-LUG; CUP OF ICE; LEMONADE, HONEY;

IOWA PORK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION -- HANNAH SPURR
1636 NW 114th St; Clive, IA 50325-7071; 515-225-7675

NORTH EAST OF AG BUILDING ON GRAND AVE.
Products Include: APPLESAUCE; PORK BURGER; CHIPS; PORK BELLY ON A STICK; PORK PICNIC IN A CUP; IOWA PORK CHOP; PORK LOIN SANDWICH; SHREDDED BBQ PORK SANDWICH; BAKED BEANS SIDES; COLE SLAW SIDES; PORK LOIN; 2-4 SPECIAL;

NORTH EAST OF AG BUILDING ON GRAND AVE.
Products Include: PORK CHOP ON A STICK; PORK CHOP ON A STICK, PACK OF 6;

ROCK ISLAND WEST OF PAVILION
Products Include: PORK BELLY ON A STICK; PORK CHOP ON A STICK; PORK CHOP ON A STICK, PACK OF 6;

IOWA POULTRY/IOWA EGG COUNCIL -- KEVIN STILES
8515 Douglas Ave Ste 9; Urbandale, IA 50322; 515-727-4701

N OF OLD MILL, W OF ANIMAL LEARNING CENTER
Products Include: CHICKEN AND EGG SALAD WITH INDIAN FRY BREAD CHIPS; KOREAN EGG DOG; DEEP FRIED DEVILED EGGS; EGG-O-FUEGO EGGS; BOBA LEMONADE; ADDITIONAL SAUCES; BRIOCHE FRENCH TOAST STICKS; WATER;

IOWA SHEEP INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION -- DUANE SPROUSE
402 N Iowa; Keota, IA 52248; 319-461-5611

EAST SIDE OF SHEEP BARN BY MAIN ENTRANCE
Products Include: BISCUITS AND GRAVY 1/2 ORDER; BISCUITS AND GRAVY (LAMB); .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; DOUBLE LAMB BURGER; LAMB BURGER; LAMB WITH CHEESE BURGER; LAMB, DOUBLE WITH CHEESE BURGER; COFFEE, LARGE; ISIA REFILLABLE 32OZ CUPS; GLASS OF ICE; MILK; REFILLS; LAMB GRYO SALAD; LAMB GYRO SANDWICH; LAMB PHILLYCHEESE SANDWICH; LAMB SAUSAGE BREAKFAST SANDWICH; LAMB SAUSAGE BREAKFAST (WITH GRAVY) SANDWICH; LEG OF LAMB SANDWICH; SODA 16OZ; TEA, ICED;

IOWA SPECIALTY CROP GROWERS ASSOC. -- STEVE BLACK
32835 610th Ave.; Cambridge, IA 50046; 515-383-4354

MAIN FLOOR OF AG BLDG, UNDER SW STAIRS
Products Include: APPLE; APPLE CIDER SHAKE UP; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; ICE CREAM; A-HOOTENANNY ICE CREAM; ATOMIC STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE; STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE; SLUSH, APPLE CIDER; STRAWBERRY SLUSH;
IOWA STATE FAIR COOKIES -- JAMES ROMER
PO Box 57130; Des Moines, IA 50317; 515-262-3111

WEST END OF VI BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES (BUCKET); CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES (CUP); MILK; LARGE SODA; SODA, SMALL; LARGE ICED TEA; TEA, SMALL ICED;

BARKSDALE'S STATE FAIR COOKIE FACTORY, WEST OF GRAND STAND
Products Include: WATER BOTTLED WATER; CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES (COOKIEBUCKET); CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES (COOKIECUP); MILK MILK; SODA-L SODA; SODA, SODA-S;

IOWA TURKEY FEDERATION -- GRETTA IRWIN
PO Box 825; Ames, IA 50010; 515-232-7492

WEST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; DRUMSTICK; SODA; GRILLED TURKEY TENDERLOIN;

ISLAND NOODLES WI MN INC -- BRAD JENSEN
W8899 770th Ave; River Falls, WI 54022; 715-220-0173

FRONT OF VI BLDG
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; EXTRA CHICKEN; ISLAND COLE SLAW; ISLAND NOODLES; ISLAND NOODLES WITH TERIYAKI CHICKEN; ISLAND SMOOTHIE; ISLAND LEMONADE; (24 OZ) MEDIUM SODA; (32OZ) LARGE SODA; SODA REFILL;

J & L SOUKUP -- LESLIE SOUKUP
2716 Hwy S26; Allerton, IA 50008; 641-870-6670

WEST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARMEL APPLE; ICE CREAM, MAPLE BACON (1 SCOOP); WONDER BARS; COOKIES AND CREAM WONDER BARS;

R.I. AVE., SW OF LIVESTOCK PAVILION
Products Include: LOADED CRAB BITES; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; SHRIMP CORN DOG; SOUTHERN FRIED CORN ON THE COB; THE MARDI GRAS; PO-BOY-NEW ORLEANS STYLE (BEEF OR SHRIMP); SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL; SMALL SWEET POTATO FRIES;

JADA CONCESSIONS -- JADA SMITH
PO Box 175; West Liberty, IA 52776; 417-825-9939

N SIDE OF GRAND AVE, S OF SUSAN KNAPP
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CORN BRATS ON A STICK; FUNNEL CAKE; FUNNEL CAKE ON A STICK; DEEP FRIED PICKLE; LARGE SODA; SODA-REFILL; SODA, SMALL; SWEET BRAT WITH MAPLE SYRUP ON A STICK; LARGE ICED TEA; TEA-REFILL; TEA, SMALL ICED;

SW OF LIVESTOCK PAVILION ON R.I. AVE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CORN BRATS-(CHEDDAR) ON A STICK; CORN BRATS-(SPICY) ON A STICK; CORN BRATS-(STADIUM) ON A STICK; FUNNEL CAKE ON A STICK; DEEP FRIED PICKLE; BRATWURST, PRETZEL BUN, W/SAUERKRAUT, RELISH, AND MUSTARD SANDWICH; LARGE SODA; SODA-REFILLS; SODA, SMALL; SWEET BRAT WITH MAPLE SYRUP ON A STICK; LARGE ICED TEA; LARGE SWEET TEA; TEA-REFILLS; TEA, SMALL ICED; TEA, SMALL SWEET;

JAMES MCCONNELL CONCESSIONS LLC -- JAMES MCCONNELL
2205 N. 8th St.; Indianola, Iowa 50125; 515-494-5538
MIDWAY, THRILL VILLE
Products Include: CORN DOG; JUMBO CORN DOG; FRENCH FRIES, FRESH HOT; BUCKET OF FRESH HOT FRIES; 64 OZ. JUMBO LEMONADE; LEMONADE, FRESH SQUEEZED; LEMONADE REFILL 64 OZ. JUMBO; SOUVENIR FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE;

ROCK ISLAND AVE. EAST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: LARGE, FRESH FRENCH FRIES; FRENCH FRIES, SMALL, FRESH; LARGE CHILI CHEESE FRIES; SMALL CHILI CHEESE FRIES; TATER RIBBON FRIES; 64OZ. JUMBO LEMONADE; FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE; SOVENIR FRESH SQUEEZED LEMONADE; MAC N' CHEESE BITES; ASSORTED SAUCES; LARGE SODA; SODA, SMALL; CHICKEN TENDERS;

K & B INDUSTRIES -- BETTIE VANNAUSDLE
4413 67th street; Urbandale, IA 50322;  515-229-4774
NW OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHEESE TOPPING; CUP OF CHILI; CHILI TOPPING; CHIPS; COFFEE; HOT DOG; HOT DOG, FOOTLONG; HOT DOG FOOTLONG W/ CHILI; HOT DOG WITH CHILI; SODA, LARGE; SODA, MEDIUM; SODA REFILLS; SOUVENIR CUP SODA; WALK THE DOG;

LEIMON’S PIZZERIA I & II -- DAN & BECKY LEIMON
185 MacBeth Ct; Harlingen, TX 78552;  956-357-0757
EAST SIDE VI BLDG.
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; PIZZA, BY THE SLICE; WHOLE PIZZA; WHOLE DELUXE PIZZA; SODA REFILLS; SODA, REGULAR; SOUVENIR SODA;

NORTH SIDE OF TRIANGLE - FOOD
Products Include: PIZZA, BY THE SLICE; WHOLE PIZZA; WHOLE DELUXE PIZZA; SODA REFILL; SODA, REGULAR; SODA SOUVENIR; WATER;

W. SIDE OF SWINE BARN
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; PIZZA, BY THE SLICE; SPECIALITY TOPPING PIZZA; WHOLE PIZZA; WHOLE DELUXE PIZZA; SODA REFILLS; SODA, REGULAR; SOUVENIR SODA;

M & K CONCESSIONS -- MIKE MCGRATH
3305 Old Burnt Store Rd. N; Cape Coral, FL 33993;  (239)872-1838, Business phone: (239)872-1838
SW OF AG BLDG
Products Include: TURKEY LEG; WATER;

SW OF AG BLDG
Products Include: CHEESE; CHILI; FRENCH FRIES; LARGE BUCKET OF FRIES; SMALL BUCKET OF FRIES; HAMBURGER; DOUBLE HAMBURGER; TRIPLE HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; JUMBO HOT DOG; JALAPENO; LARGE BUCKET OF NACHOS; SMALL BUCKET OF NACHOS; NACHOS WITH CHEESE; SOUVENIR REFILLS; BUCKET OF SODA; REFILL BUCKET OF SODA; SOUVENIR SODA; WATER;

MCCONNELL CONCESSIONS INC. -- LARRY MCCONNELL
311 E 1st Avenue; Indianola, IA 50125;  515-229-2009
GRAND AVE - ENTRANCE TO MIDWAY
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; ROOT BEER, LARGE; ROOT BEER, LARGE DIET; ROOT BEER, SMALL; ROOT BEER, SMALL DIET;
BY SODA FOUNTAIN
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; FLOAT, 1 DIP; FLOAT, 2 DIP; ICE CREAM-LARGE CONE; ICE CREAM-LARGE CUP; ICE CREAM, SMALL CONE; ICE CREAM, SMALL CUP; MALT; SHAKES; LARGE (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; LARGE FLAVORED (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL; SODA, SMALL FLAVORED;

N SIDE OF GRAND AVE, S OF KNAPP STAGE
Products Include: BANANA SPLIT; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; FLOAT, 1 DIP; FLOAT, 2 DIP; ICE CREAM-LARGE CONE; LARGE CUP ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM, SMALL CONE; ICE CREAM, SMALL CUP; MALT; LARGE (SOUVENIR CUP) PHOSPHATES; PHOSPHATES, SMALL; SHAKES; LARGE SODA; LARGE (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; LARGE FLAVORED (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL; SODA, SMALL FLAVORED; MEDIUM SUNDAE; SMALL SUNDAE; LARGE ICED (SOUVENIR CUP) TEA; TEA, SMALL ICED;

WEST SKYGLIDER TERMINAL SOUTH OF VI
Products Include: LARGE CORN DOG; SMALL CORN DOG; LEMONADE; LEMONADE SOUVENIR; LARGE (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL;

EAST SIDE OF NORTH ENTRANCE VI BLDG
Products Include: CAKE, BABY; CAKE-BABY CAKE (1) WITH FRUIT; CAKE-BABY CAKES 3 FOR; CAKE-BABY CAKES WITH FRUIT 3 FOR; ELEPHANT EARS; FUNNEL CAKE; FUNNEL CAKE WITH FRUIT; LARGE (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL;

GRAND AVENUE, NORTH OF VI BLDG
Products Include: FLOAT, LARGE A&W ROOT BEER; FLOAT, SMALL A&W ROOT BEER; ROOT BEER, LARGE A&W; ROOT BEER, SMALL A&W; SODA, LARGE; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL;

WALKWAY EAST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; ROOT BEER, LARGE; ROOT BEER, LARGE DIET; ROOT BEER, SMALL; ROOT BEER, SMALL DIET;

MG PLAZA, EAST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: CAKE, BABY; CAKE-BABY CAKE (1) WITH FRUIT; CAKE-BABY CAKES 3 FOR; LARGE CORN DOG; SMALL CORN DOG; FUNNEL CAKE; LARGE LEMONADE; LEMONADE, SMALL; LARGE (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL; LARGE ICED (SOUVENIR CUP) TEA; TEA, SMALL ICED;

MG PLAZA, EAST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; FLOAT, LARGE ROOT BEER; FLOAT, ROOT BEER SMALL; ROOT BEER, LARGE; ROOT BEER, SMALL; SODA, LARGE; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL;

SOUTH SIDE OF WALK ON TRIANGLE
Products Include: MACHO NACHO-CHEWS, CHEESE, MEAT, PEPPERS AND SOUR CREAM; NACHOS WITH CHEESE; NACHOS WITH CHEESE AND MEAT; PRETZEL; PRETZEL WITH CHEESE; LARGE (SOUVENIR CUP) SODA; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL; WALKING TACOS; LARGE ICED (SOUVENIR CUP) TEA; TEA, SMALL ICED;

WEST SIDE OF GIANT SLIDE
Products Include: FLOAT, LARGE A&W ROOT BEER; FLOAT, SMALL A&W ROOT BEER; ROOT BEER, LARGE A&W; ROOT BEER, SMALL A&W; SODA, LARGE; SODA REFILLS UP TO 32 OZ; SODA, SMALL;

MCELLENNANS CONCESSIONS INC (SHRIMP SHACK) -- FRAN MCELLENNAN
596 White Oak Dr; Hudson, WI 54016; 651-983-5820

WEST OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: SHRIMP CEVICHE; LEMONADE-SMALL; LEMONADE-SOUVENIR; (1) GRILLED SHRIMP ON A STICK; (2) GRILLED SHRIMP ON A STICK; LEMONADE SOUVENIR REFILLS; SOUVENIR REFILLS; SHRIMP POKE BOWL; POP CORN SHRIMP; SODA-16OZ; SODA-SOUVENIR; (1) SHRIMP TACOS; (2) SHRIMP TACOS; WATER;
MEGAN ELIZABETH LLC DBA BIG ACAI BOWLS -- MEGAN ELIZABETH
21 West 11th Street; Spencer, IA 51301;  5156697411

CULTURE CENTER COURTYARD
Products Include: ACAI BOWL-THE BLUE RIBBON: BANANA, STRAWBERRY, BLUEBERRY, PEANUT BUTTER; ACAI BOWL-THE GRANDSTAND: BANANA, GRANOLA, STRAWBERRY, PINEAPPLE, COCONUT, PEANUT BUTTER, CHOCOLATE (CACAO) SAUCE; ACAI BOWL-THE STARS AND STRIPES: BANANA, GRANOLA, STRAWBERRY, BLUEBERRY; ACAI BOWL-THE WORKS: BANANA, GRANOLA, STRAWBERRY, BLUEBERRY, BLACKBERRY, PINEAPPLE, CHIA, POLLEN; FROZEN SORBET-BERRY BOWL: BANANA, GRANOLA, STRAWBERRY, BLUEBERRY, BLACKBERRY; MIXED CUP OF FRUIT; REFILLS; SODA; SOUVENIR CUP SODA; WATER;

MIDWEST DAIRY ASSOCIATION -- MARIAH BUSTA
101 NE Trilein; Ankeny, IA 50021; 563-449-2414

DAIRY BOOTH ON MAIN FLOOR OF AG BLDG
Products Include: EXTRA PUMP OF CHOCOLATE; FROZEN YOGURT, CONE DOUBLE; FROZEN YOGURT, CONE SINGLE; FROZEN YOGURT, DISH DOUBLE; FROZEN YOGURT, DISH SINGLE; ICE CREAM CONE DOUBLE; ICE CREAM, CONE SINGLE; ICE CREAM DISH DOUBLE; ICE CREAM, DISH SINGLE;

FRONT OF DAIRY PARLOR ON ROCK ISLAND AVE.
Products Include: EXTRA PUMP OF CHOCOLATE; ICE CREAM CONE DOUBLE SCOOP; ICE CREAM, CONE SINGLE SCOOP; ICE CREAM DISH DOUBLE SCOOP; ICE CREAM, DISH SINGLE SCOOP; MILK, WHITE OR CHOCOLATE; MILK SHAKES; PARFAIT MINTY MOO;

MILLER CONCESSIONS INC -- ROBBI MILLER
23920 185th NW; Big Lake, MN 55309; 612-306-1647

ON TRIANGLE EAST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: BAG MINI DONUTS; BLUEBERRY BAG MINI DONUTS; BLUEBERRY BUCKET MINI DONUTS; BUCKET MINI DONUTS; SODA; WATER;

NORTH SIDE OF WALNUT SQUARE
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; BUCKET DONUTS; MINI DONUTS; FUNNEL CAKE; FUNNEL CAKE-W/ TOPPINGS; SODA;

WEST SIDE OF SWINE BARN
Products Include: 16OZ-LEMONADE; 32OZ-LEMONADE; 64OZ-LEMONADE; TANKER LEMONADE; REFILLS 32OZ; REFILLS 64 OZ;

NITRO ICE CREAM -- WILL SCHROEDER
2508 Athlone Ct.; Ames, IA 50010; 515-231-7713

SHOPPER'S MART
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; LARGE CUP ICE CREAM; NITRO CUP ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM-REGULAR CONE; REGULAR CUP ICE CREAM; ICE CREAM-SMALL CONE; ICE CREAM, SMALL CUP; LARGE SUNDAE; NITRO SUNDAE; REGULAR SUNDAE; SMALL SUNDAE; TOPPINGS;

OLDE TYME KETTLE KORN -- GREG & SHERRI BRUNK
621 N Martin Ave; Kahoka, MO 63445; 660-727-3088

NORTH EAST OF OLD MILL
Products Include: CARMEL CORN; LARGE KETTLE KORN; MEDIUM KETTLE KORN; LARGE SHAVED ICE; SMALL SHAVED ICE;

N SIDE OF GRAND, SOUTH OF KNAPP STAGE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARMEL KETTLE KORN; KETTLE KORN LARGE; MEDIUM KETTLE KORN; SHAVED ICE-LARGE; SHAVED ICE-MEDIUM;
OVER THE TOP -- JOSE HOYOS-MORI
P.O 173; Altoona, IA 50009; 515-266-3313

WEST OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: BERRY CHEESECAKE ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; COTTON CANDY ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; DAIRY-FREE WATERMELON SORBET DOUBLE SCOOP; IOWA SWEET CORN ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; KNEE DEEP IN CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; MANGO RASPBERRY ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; PEACH COBBLER ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; SOUTHERN BOURBON PRALINE PECAN ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; VANILLA ICE CREAM DOUBLE SCOOP; BERRY CHEESECAKE ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; COTTON CANDY ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; DAIRY-FREE WATERMELON SORBET SINGLE SCOOP; IOWA SWEET CORN ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; KNEE DEEP IN CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; MANGO RASPBERRY ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; PEACH COBBLER ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; SOUTHERN BOURBON PRALINE PECAN ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; VANILLA ICE CREAM SINGLE SCOOP; ALL AMERICAN ICE CREAM SUNDAE; IOWA SWEET CORN ICE CREAM SUNDAE; UNICORN ICE CREAM SUNDAE; WAFFLE CONE;

OZ CONCESSIONS -- BILL & MARY OZ
5902 Kissing Oak St; San Antonio, TX 78247; 210-264-4176 or 210-264-4280

OUTSIDE NW CORNER OF VI BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; TAFFY-30 PIECE BAG; TAFFY-65 PIECE BOX; TAFFY-90 PIECE MEGATUB; TAFFY, EIGHT PIECE; TAFFY-MIXED BAG - SUGAR FREE;

SE CORNER OF VI BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; TAFFY-30 PIECE BAG; TAFFY-65 PIECE BOX; TAFFY-90 PIECE MEGATUB; TAFFY, EIGHT PIECE; TAFFY-MIXED BAG -SUGAR FREE;

EAST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: SOUVENIR CUP; FROZEN SLUSH, 16 OZ.; FROZEN SLUSH, 24 OZ.; FROZEN SLUSH, 32 OZ.; FROZEN SLUSH, KIDDIE SIZED; REFILLS;

SE OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; SPECIAL-3 BOXES; TAFFY-30 PIECE BAG; TAFFY-65 PIECE BOX; TAFFY-90 PIECE MEGATUB; TAFFY, EIGHT PIECE; TAFFY-MIXED BAG -SUGAR FREE;

PALAZZO'S JAVA HOUSE -- TAMMIE PALAZZO
745 NE 71st St; Pleasant Hill, IA 50327; 515-975-9041

ROCK ISLAND AVE EAST OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: BLENDED CAPPUCCINO; COFFEE; COLD BREW COFFEE; ESPRESSO; HOT CHOCOLATE; CAPPUCINNO/ LATTE; SUNSHINE LIQUID; RED BULL; RED BULL SMOOTHIE; CHAI TEA; HOT TEA; ICE TEA;

PARLO PIZZA, LLC -- JON TURNER
4111 Amick Ave; Des Moines, IA 50310; 515-419-7921

GRANDFATHER'S BARN AREA
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; SODA; TEA; ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS; MARINARA WOOD OVEN PIZZA; PIZZA MARGHERITA WOOD OVEN PIZZA; WOOD OVEN PIZZA-PIZZA MATTINA (BREAKFAST);

REGALS CONCESSIONS -- OLIVER & HANNAH REGAL
8607 County Rd 15 SW; Stewartville, MN 55976; 507-271-5155

WEST OF JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CRAB FRITTERS; SODA;
WEST OF JACOBSON EXHIBITION CENTER
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BACON AND EGG BREAKFAST QUESADILLA; SAUSAGE AND EGG BREAKFAST QUESADILLA; STEAK AND EGG BREAKFAST QUESADILLA; MACHO NACHOS; PULLED PORK MACHO NACHOS; NACHOS WITH CHEESE; BEEF QUESADILLA; CHEESE QUESADILLA; CHEESE AND BACON QUESADILLA; CHICKEN QUESADILLA; CHICKEN BACON RANCH QUESADILLA; PULLED PORK QUESADILLA; STEAK QUESADILLA; SODA;

S&JT INC -- SCOTT TIGNER
2912 Watrous Ave; Des Moines, IA 50321;  515-250-4162

EAST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE ON R.I. AVE.
Products Include: ADD ON CHILI OR CHEESE; X-TREME BALLS; EXTREME BASKET; EXTREME FRENCH FRIES; FRENCH FRIES, LARGE; FRENCH FRIES, SMALL; FRENCH FRIES WITH CHILI CHEESE; HOT DOG; FOOTLONG HOT DOG; HOT DOG, SMALL FRY AND KID'S DRINK KIDS MEAL; POLISH SAUSAGE; REFILLS; 20 OZ REFILLS; REFILLS SODA OVER 24OZ; REFILLS SODA UNDER 24OZ; BBQ BEEF SANDWICH; SODA; LARGE SODA; ICED TEA; TENDERLOIN; BOTTLED WATER;

SAIGONAIN CUISINE -- LYNN GOTT
275 sherylInn BLVD.; Pleasant Hil, IA 50327;  515-257-0001

NW SIDE OF LIVESTOCK PAVILION
Products Include: 2 BAO BUNS; (CAFÉ MUOI) SALTED COFFEE; 6 CRAB RAGOON; 6 EGG ROLL; EGG ROLL AND RANGOON; 3 RAGOONS, 3 EGG ROLLS; SESAME CHICKEN MEAL; PLATTER (BAO, SESAME CHICKEN, EGGROLL, CRAB RANGOON); SODA REFILLS; (BANH MI) VIETNAMESE SANDWICH; LG SODA; SM SODA; BOBA TEA; WATER;

SCHOENDIENST -- LORELEI SCHOENDIENST
407 Belt Line RD; Collinsville, FL 62234;  618-407-3044

WEST SIDE OF THRILL VILLE
Products Include: CARAMEL APPLE; BOTTLED WATER; GIANT BAG OF COTTON CANDY; MEDIUM COTTON CANDY; MONSTER BAG OF COTTON CANDY; FROZEN DRINKS; 32 OZ FROZEN DRINKS; LARGE WAFFLE CONE OF SOFT SERVE ICE CREAM; MEDIUM CAKE CONE OR DISH OF SOFT SERVE ICE CREAM; POPCORN; SODA REFILLS; SNO CONE; 24 OZ. SODA; 32 OZ SODA; 32 OZ. SOUVENIR SODA;

SCHULER'S POPCORN & COTTON CANDY -- CHERIE SCHULER
1606 E32nd St; Des Moines, IA 50317;  515-360-1104

NW CORNER, FRONT OF CATTLE BARN
Products Include: COTTON CANDY ART; LARGE COTTON CANDY; COTTON CANDY, SMALL; LARGE POPCORN; POPCORN, SMALL; DOUBLE SNO CONE; SNO CONE, SINGLE; LARGE SODA; SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL;

SIDE DOOR CONCESSIONS LLC -- BRAD MAGG
304 W 2nd Street; Prairie City, IA 50228;

NORTH OF VI BLDG
Products Include: DOUBLE BACON BALLS; SINGLE BACON BALLS; GRINDER BALL; BALL TRIO; DOUBLE GRINDER BALLS; BLT; BOTTLED WATER; BALL COMBO; 10OZ WALTS LEMONADE CREAMSICLE DRINK; 22OZ WALTS LEMONADE CREAMSICLE DRINK; EXTRA RANCH; BACON PECAN PIE ON A STICK; DOUBLE CHICKEN BACON RANCH BALLS; SINGLE CHICKEN BACON RANCH BALLS; SODA REFILLS; 16OZ SODA; 32OZ SODA; BOTTOMLESS 32OZ SODA; BACON BOX T-SHIRT;

SPREAD KINDNESS LLC DBA WHATCHA SMOKIN BBQ -- GWEN PAGE
403 Iowa Ave; Luther, IA 50152;  515-257-7490
WEST OF JACOBSON BLDG
Products Include: EGGS, PULLED PORK, SMOKED POBLANO QUESO, CHEESY POTATOES, ONION, PEPPER, AND OUR HOUSE-MADE GIDDY UP TACO SAUCE PILED IN A BOWL AND GARNISHED WITH GREEN ONION, BURRITO BOWL; CHIPS; COLE SLAW; IOWA TWINKIE-JALAPENO FILLED WITH PULLED PORK, CORN, AND CREAM CHEESE, WRAPPED IN BACON, SMOKED WITH SWEET AND STICKY BBQ, FINISHED WITH RANCH; CRAFT LINK ON A STICK; CHOPPED BRISKET SANDWICH; PULLED PORK SANDWICH; SODA; WATER;

T & A CONCESSION -- BONITA LOMBARD
PO Box 67; Candler, FL 32111;
R.I. AVE., E. OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CINNAMON ROLL-CARAMEL GLAZED; CINNAMON ROLL-CARAMEL GLAZED WITH PECAN; COFFEE; MILK; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL; TEA, LARGE ICE; TEA, SMALL ICE;

T N T CONCESSIONS/GRATER TATERS -- TERRI & TIM SHELL
2401 Carver Rd; Winterset, IA 50273;  515-238-6982
WEST OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER .5 LITER; LARGE ORANGEADE DRINK; SMALL ORANGEADE DRINK; GRATER TATER; GRATER TATER TOPPINGS (CHEESE, BACON BITS, JALAPENO & RANCH) EACH; CRUNCHY COOL RANCH PICKLE ON A STICK; PICKLE POPPER; NON-FRIED PICKLE POPPERS; SODA-LARGE REFILLABLE; SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL;

TAYLOR CONCESSIONS -- PRESTON TAYLOR
west 6th St.; Monticello, IA 52310;  319-491-7176
EAST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: FROZEN ARNOLD PALMER; WALKING BANANA DESSERT; WALKING S’MORES DESSERT; ORANGE FLOAT; FRESH ORANGE; ORANGE-FROSTY; ORANGE SHAKEUP - MEDIUM; ORANGE-SHAKEUP - SOUVENIR; REFILLS; ORANGE (WITH PEPPERMINT) SIPPER; 20OZ ORANGE SLUSH; SOUVENIR SLUSH; SODA MEDIUM; SODA SOUVENIR; WATER;

THE BEST AROUND -- MIKE AND KEVIN MCGRATH
3305 Old Burnt Store Rd.; Cape Coral, FL 33993;  239-872-1838
ON RUAN PLAZA
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BUCKET OF FRIES-ADD CHILI OR CHEESE - ADD; LARGE BUCKET OF FRIES; SMALL BUCKET OF FRIES; CHICKEN-CAJUN, ON A STICK; LARGE FRENCH FRIES; BUFFALO CHICKEN BACON RANCH FRIES; NACHOS; PHILLY CHEESE STEAK; LARGE FRY REFILLS; SMALL FRY REFILLS; CAJUN CHICKEN SANDWICH; CHICKEN PHILLY SANDWICH; LARGE SODA; MEDIUM SODA; SODA REFILL - LARGE (64OZ); SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL;

TRIANGLE EAST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; FUNNEL CAKE; FUNNEL CAKE-RED VELVET; FUNNEL CAKE TOPPINGS; UBE FUNNEL CAKE; LARGE SODA; MEDIUM SODA; SODA REFILL - LARGE (64 OZ); SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL; TOPPINGS CHOCOLATE OR CARAMEL;

TRIANGLE EAST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BUCKET OF FRIES-ADD CHILI OR CHEESE - ADD; LARGE BUCKET OF FRIES; SMALL BUCKET OF FRIES; CHICKEN-CAJUN, ON A STICK; LARGE FRENCH FRIES; NACHOS; PHILLY CHEESE STEAK; LARGE FRY REFILLS; SMALL FRY REFILLS; CAJUN CHICKEN SANDWICH; CHICKEN PHILLY SANDWICH; LARGE SODA; MEDIUM SODA; SODA REFILL - LARGE (64OZ); SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL;
SE CORNER OF HORSE BARN
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BUCKET OF FRIES-ADD CHILI OR CHEESE - ADD; LARGE BUCKET OF FRIES; SMALL BUCKET OF FRIES; CHICKEN-CAJUN, ON A STICK; LOADED SARATOGA CHIPS; SARATOGA CHIPS; LARGE FRENCH FRIES; NACHOS; PHILLY CHEESE STEAK; LARGE FRY REFILLS; SMALL FRY REFILLS; CAJUN CHICKEN SANDWICH; CHICKEN PHILLY SANDWICH; LARGE SODA; MEDIUM SODA; SODA REFILL - LARGE (64 OZ); SODA REFILLS; SODA, SMALL;

THE CAFETERIA LLC -- HEATHER HOLMEN
105 9th st. NW; Austin, MN 55918;  507-279-0688

EAST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: SPAM BACON AND EGG BREAKFAST; SPAM DELUXE CHEESE BURGER; SPAM CURDS; SPAM FLavored CANS; WATER;

THE GREEK GARDEN -- SHELLY PATINELLA
1914 SE 21ST CT; CAPE CORAL, FL 33990;  941-768-5695

NORTH OF VI BLDG
Products Include: BAKLAVA; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; FETA CHEESE; LARGE CHICKEN GYROS; LARGE GREEK GYROS; SMALL CHICKEN GYROS; SMALL GREEK GYROS; EXTRA MEAT; GREEK SALAD; SALAD-GREEK, W/ GYRO OR CHICKEN; EXTRA SAUCES; LARGE SODA; SODA, MEDIUM; SODA, SMALL;

SE OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: BAKLAVA; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; FETA CHEESE; LARGE CHICKEN GYROS; LARGE GREEK GYROS; SMALL CHICKEN GYROS; SMALL GREEK GYROS; EXTRA MEAT; GREEK SALAD; SALAD-GREEK, W/ GYRO OR CHICKEN; EXTRA SAUCES; LARGE SODA; SODA, MEDIUM; SODA, SMALL;

THE JERKY SHOPPE -- KEVIN WESTHOLTER
PO Box 7; Big Lake, MN 55309;  763-262-9377

AG BLDG BALCONY W
Products Include: BEEF STICKS-REGULAR, CAJUN, MAPLE, TERIYAKI, CHEDDAR OR JALAPENO; BOTTLED WATER; BOTTLED WATER-(2); BEEF OR TURKEY JERKY; JERKY PACKAGES - (3) FLAVORS INCLUDE TERIYAKI, PEPPER, HOT, AND HICKORY; (2) DILL PICKLE, BUFFALO RANCH, MIX, WHITE & YELLOW CHEDDAR, GARLIC, CARAMEL, CONFETTI, BACON RANCH, KETTLE, REGULAR POPCORN; DILL PICKLE, BUFFALO RANCH, MIX, WHITE & YELLOW CHEDDAR, GARLIC, CARAMEL, CONFETTI, BACON RANCH, KETTLE, REGULAR POPCORN; ANY 3 BEEF STICKS; XX HOT GHOST PEPPER STICKS;

THE PRETZEL LADY INC DBA DOG HAUS -- SAMANTHA FAIRLIE
135 Jenkins ST. STE 105 B-323; St. Augustine, FL 32086;

ON TRIANGLE, EAST OF ADMIN BLDG
Products Include: BACON CHEDDAR PRETZEL DOG ON A STICK; ON A STICK PRETZEL DOG; REFILLS; 32OZ SODA; TOPPINGS-(1) WHITE CHEDDAR-BACON-CHILI; TOPPINGS-(2) WHITE CHEDDAR-BACON-CHILI; TOPPINGS-(3) WHITE CHEDDAR-BACON-CHILI;

THE WOODEN SHOE -- DAN VANDER BEEK
606 167th Place; Otley, IA 50214;

NORTH OF VI BLDG., NEAR WEST END
Products Include: BEEF BURGER; BOLOGNA ON A STICK; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BRAT; COFFEE, 10 OZ./12 OZ.; COFFEE, 24 OZ.; DONUTS; DUTCH LETTERS; DUTCH LETTERS (2); MILK; PASTRIES; PLAIN POFFERTJES; POFFERTJES (STRAWBERRIES, WHIP CREAM, POWDERED SUGAR); DOUBLE DUTCH SANDWICH; PELLA BOLOGNA SANDWICH; SODA, LARGE; SODA, SMALL; TEA, LARGE ICED; TEA, SMALL ICED;

THELMA'S -- DERECK LEWIS
2323 Hubbell Ave; Des Moines, IA 50317;  515-343-7389
R.I. AVE., E. OF ADMIN BLDG. 50110
Products Include: APPLE PIE COOKIE ICE CREAM; COOKIE ICE CREAM;

TURKEY TIME CONCESSIONS INC -- KEVIN & JANIE SMITH
203 SE 34th St; Des Moines, IA 50317;
PLAZA EAST OF VI BLDG
Products Include: LARGE STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE; MEDIUM STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE; SMOOTHIE, SMALL STRAWBERRY;

N. SIDE OF WALK ON TRIANGLE
Products Include: LARGE STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE; MEDIUM STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE; SMOOTHIE, SMALL STRAWBERRY;

S. SIDE OF WALK ON TRIANGLE
Products Include: .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; TURKEY BURGER; LARGE SODA; SODA, SMALL; TURKEY TENDER; TURKEY LEG;

WEST OF JACOBSON
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE; LARGE STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE; MEDIUM STRAWBERRY SMOOTHIE; SMOOTHIE ON A STICK; SMOOTHIE, SMALL STRAWBERRY; CHOCOLATE DIPPED STRAWBERRY;

OPEN ARENA BY STALLING BARN
Products Include: BASKET; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CHEESEBURGER; CHICKEN STRIPS; COFFEE; COMBO LARGE; COMBO SMALL; EXTRA CHEESE/CONDIMENT; FRENCH FRIES; HAMBURGER; HOT DOG; LEMONADE; BACON, EGG, CHEESE SANDWICH; EGG AND CHEESE SANDWICH; SAUSAGE, EGG, CHEESE SANDWICH; SMOOTHIE; LARGE SODA; SODA, SMALL;

VEGGIE-TABLE -- BRYAN & RUTH MCCOY
3822 N Kildare Ave; Chicago, IL 60641-3046;  773-314-3066 Bryan
NORTH OF VI BLDG, WEST OF MAIN ENTRANCE
Products Include: BATTERED/DEEP FRIED VEGETABLES : CHOICE OF 1 OR 2 ITEMS PER ORDER OF FRIED PICKLE SPEARS, AVOCADO SLICES, CHEDDAR CHEESE CURDS, MUSHROOMS, CAULIFLOWER, GREEN BEANS, ONION RINGS AND ZUCCHINI, JALAPENO POPPERS; BUFFALO CAULIFLOWER; VEGAN CORN DOG; DEEP FRIED SWEET CORN NUGGETS; DRINK-REFILL UP TO 32OZ; SODA OR TEA, DRINK; DRINK-SODA OR TEA SOUVENIR CUP; GOLDEN FRIED PB&J (VEGAN); GOLDEN FRIED VEGGIE COMBO: INCLUDES MUSHROOMS, CAULIFLOWER, GREEN BEANS, ONION RINGS, AND ZUCCHINI-NO SUBSTITUTIONS; VEGGIE CORN DOG;

WAFFLE CHIX -- CHRIS TAYLOR
Waffle Chicks LLC; Milford, IA 51351;  712-330-0317
FRONT OF DNR BLDG
Products Include: OREO BROWNIE BLAST; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BREAKFAST SAUSAGE IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK; BREAKFAST SAUSAGE IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK TWO FOR; CHICKEN BACON RANCH WAFFLE ON A STICK; CHICKEN BACON RANCH WAFFLE ON A STICK TWO FOR; CHICKEN IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK; CHICKEN IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK TWO FOR; CHOCOLATE BROWNIE WAFFLE ON A STICK TWO FOR; CHOCOLATE BROWNIE WAFFLE STICK; COOKIE DOUGH IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK; COOKIE DOUGH IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK TWO FOR; FRIED CARAMEL APPLE COW TAIL; OREO BROWNIE BLAST WAFFLE ON A STICK; SNICKERS IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK; SNICKERS IN A WAFFLE ON A STICK TWO FOR; SOUVENIR CUP (32 OZ.) SODA; SOUVENIR CUP (32 OZ.) REFILLS SODA;
PIONEER WAGON, FRONT OF GRANDSTAND
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; ALLIGATOR CORN DOG; ELK CORN DOG; RATTLESNAKE CORN DOG; TWO FOR $14.00 ALLIGATOR CORN DOG; TWO FOR $14.00 ELK CORN DOG; TWO FOR $14.00 RATTLESNAKE CORN DOG; SNAKE BITE NACHOS; RATTLE SNAKE SAUSAGE; SODA; SODA REFILLS;

WALLEYE ON A STICK LLC -- WILLIAM DAVIS
2607 Atlas Drive; Bismark, ND 58503; 320-304-5848

WEST SIDE OF RILEY STAGE
Products Include: BOTTLED WATER; CATFISH IN A BOAT; WALLEYE IN A BOAT; CATFISH ON A STICK; WALLEYE ON A STICK; LARGE SODA; LARGE BIRCH BEER SODA; MEDIUM SODA; MEDIUM BIRCH BEER SODA;

WDSM UNITED METHODIST CHURCH -- KEN FERGUSON
720 Grand Ave; West Des Moines, IA 50265; 515-681-1302 - Ken Ferguson

NE CORNER OF SHEEP BARN
Products Include: BEEF BURGER COMBO W/ CHIPS AND DRINK; BISCUITS AND GRAVY-( BUTTERMILK) FULL ORDER; BISCUITS AND GRAVY-( BUTTERMILK) HALF ORDER; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; BREAKFAST PLATTER - SCRAMBLED EGG, SAUSAGE, BISCUIT, GRAVY, HASH BROWN BITES; BREAKFAST SANDWICH- EGG, SAUSAGE, AND CHEESE BISCUIT; BEEF BURGER; CHIPS; COFFEE 20OZ; COFFEE, REGULAR; DONUTS; ICE; ICE, TEA; ICE CREAM, VANILLA; JUMBO, HOT DOG; JUMBO HOT DOG COMBO W/ CHIPS & DRINK; LEMONADE; LEMONADE, ARNOLD PALMER; MILK; NACHOS PLATTER; ORANGE JUICE; PIE; PIE ALAMODE; POTATO ROUNDS; CINNAMON OR PECAN ROLLS; PULLED PORK SANDWICH; SODA; WALKING TACOS;

WELL'S CONCESSIONS -- JAY & CAROL WELLS
1124 Larimer; Wichita, KS 67203; 316-393-7009

NORTH SIDE OF WALK TOWARDS EAST END TRIANGLE
Products Include: FROZEN CHOCOLATE BANANA; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; COTTON CANDY CHEESE CAKE; MEDIUM SOFT DRINK; SMALL SOFT DRINK; TOPPINGS-PEANUTS, SPRINKLES, M&M'S, PECANS, WALNUTS, COCONUTS, & PRETZELS; WONDER BARS; TWO WONDER BARS;

ZAG’S POPCORN -- KATHERINE AND THERESA ZAGNOLI
4101 SW 13th St; Des Moines, IA 50315; 312-961-9565

GRAND AVE, WEST END OF GRANDSTAND
Products Include: APPLE-PLAIN - ; .5 LITER BOTTLED WATER; CARAMEL APPLE, (PLAIN); GOURMET CARAMEL APPLE; PEANUTS-SMALL; POPCORN, BAG; POPCORN, BOX; BUCKET OF POPCORN; CARAMEL POPCORN; CHEESE POPCORN; CHEESE CARAMEL MIX POPCORN; WHITE CHEDDAR POPCORN; SODA-REFILL UP TO 32OZ; SPORTS DRINK, LARGE; SPORTS DRINK, SMALL;